
AUGUST

MONKEY MASK

As a part of the chapter At The Zoo, Students made the monkey mask.

GARDEN OF GOOD MANNERS



Students made the flowers with the magical words written on them such as “Thank
you, Sorry, Please, Excuse Me and May I”.

HINDI SWAR ACTIVITY

Students  placed the Swar letters in order.

coin ACTIVITY



Subtraction is an Arithmetic operation that represents the operation of
removing objects from a collection. In order to learn that with their
experiential learning, children did the coin activity.

STEM ACTIVITY



Students were thrilled to create their models with Legos.

TOSC TED X TALKS

TED X talk has been introduced as a part of the English Literary Club.

Hiroshima Nagasaki day



Grade 5A commemorated Hiroshima Nagasaki day with varieties of programs
such as Short skit, Peace song, Speech and a child enacted as Sadako Sasaki.
They also made Sadako birds.

STORY TIME

TOSC, Tinytots did an Experiential learning activity during their story time.
It is a famous story -The Thirsty Crow. Through this  they understood how
the water rises  by putting stones in the pitcher. It was such a fun-filled
activity.



Outside Learning water Area

TOSC: Tinytots conducted an activity using water as a part of the Outside
Learning Area . Outside learning is an engaging, effective and enjoyable form
of Learning,

Backward Counting Rocket Activity



This activity aims to develop children's counting skills and to create sequences
of numbers. It provides practical opportunities for children to recite numbers
in order.

Ice Cream Cone Activity

Learning CVC words through an activity in an Ice cream Cone introduces
students to the concept that words have a beginning, middle and ending sound
that together create a word.

Backward Counting Ladder Activity.



This activity aims to develop children's counting skills and to create sequences
of numbers. It provides practical opportunities for children to recite numbers
in order.

Sense Organ Day

Sense organs are specialized organs that aid in our perception of the world
around us and are an important part of our daily life. They are the only means
by which we may comprehend our surroundings.



FRUIT CROWN ACTIVITY

Kids of Grade 2 enjoyed making their own favourite fruit crown and wearing
it as a part of promoting healthy food habits.

The Sun And The Wind



Students of Grade 2 did a role play based on the Lesson“ The Sun And The
Wind”  in the classroom. This helped the kids to understand the story in a
much better way and also it conveyed the message that a smile is stronger

than a frown.

The Happy Tree Activity

Kids enjoyed art integrated learning by giving the colour of their choice to a
tree using ear buds and poster colours.

PROVERB BOOKLET

As a part of Malayalam activity students of Grade 2 prepared their own
proverb booklet.



WORD FORMATION

Grade 1 students enjoyed making words with the letters given to them.

FRIENDSHIP DAY

Grade 1 students conducted ‘Friendship Day’.

ORAL HYGIENE DAY



Kids of EYFS 2 had observed Oral Hygiene Day and they came to know that
Teeth are important for us.

LITERACY CHICK ACTIVITY



Learning CVC words through an activity in a Chick  introduces students to
the concept that words have a beginning, middle and ending sound that
together create a word.

NUMBER NAME SHUFFLING ACTIVITY



Kids did an activity on Number Names by using shuffled cards of number
names and then they needed to arrange the cards according to the numbers.

PLAY DOUGH MODELLING

As a part of Independence Day EYFS 2 did Play Dough Modelling
Competition as a Co-curricular activity. The theme was National Bird or
National Fruit.



INTRODUCING LETTER “I”

TOSC ,Tinytots conducted a literacy activity ,Introducing I letter with an
artificial ice cream

paper petal sticking



TOSC , Tinytots conducted an  Art activity as a  part of Creative Development
NUMBER -3 ACTIVITY

TOSC Tinytots conducted an activity as a part of Numeracy number 3 ,
counting 1 to 3 with objects

"Forgiving Heart"



Grade 4 students made "Forgiving Heart" which enabled them to
understand the fact that "To err is human, To forgive is Divine"

Human Skeletal System.

Grade 6 students actively identified the different parts and functions of the
Human Skeletal System.

Tenses Tree

English grammar through creativity, Grade 5 students explored different
types of Tenses and picturised it as a Tree with branches, fruits and leaves.

Volcanoes



Learning by using digital tools happens from the classroom. Grade 7 students
researched and made PPT on Exogenic Processes and The hazards of volcanic
eruption. Seminar presentation with discussion among peers.

"Designing Idea tree"

"Designing Idea tree" as a part of Value Education ,they were able to make a
tree with a plethora of values and the relevance of each value in our life to
make a better human being and to meet success as well.

Concept mapping- English



ROLE PLAY - "Little girls wiser than men"

Grade 6 enacted Leo Tolstoy's story "Little girls wiser than men".

MAKING OF A  STRAW ROCKET



Younger kids can explore gravity, while older kids can alter the rockets and
compare their paths of flight or have rocket races. This is how our Grade 1
learners made their model of a Rocket.

WORLD PHOTOGRAPHY DAY



“Photography takes an instant out of time, altering life by holding it still.”

“The best thing about a picture is that it never changes, even when the people
in it do.”

Hen Activity



Learning CVC words through an activity in a Hen introduces students to the
concept that words have a beginning, middle and ending sound that together
create a word.

Purple Colour Day



This day brought them to  have knowledge of the names and looks of colors
are basic necessities in learning how to view the world around oneself.

Crab Activity

Learning CVC words through an activity in a Crab introduces students to the
concept that words have a beginning, middle and ending sound that together
create a word.



Number Strip Activity



Learning to Think Mathematically with the Number Strips Activity helps
teachers present lesson activities that foster students' confidence, fluency, and
facility with numbers and number names.

Number Card Activity (Between Numbers)

Through the number card activity the between number concept was clear for
kids.



QuiZ

General assembly of grade 3-10 hosted by grade 4B, students of grade 4 B
conducted a quiz competition for category wise during the assembly and all
the students energetically participated.

THE BEST E- PORTFOLIOS AWARDED



Students were awarded for the best portfolio presentation during the
academic year 2021-22  as well as the best performers of weekly quizzes were
also honored by the principal Dr.Anas during the assembly.

QUIZ TIME



The different types of questions including visuals were drafted by the students
and made into PPT by the teacher. They have names of their choice to their
teams.

ORAL HYGIENE



"Taking care of teeth is inevitable in our life"Application based learning in a
science class.

Wallpaper - 'Government'

Wallpaper project on the topic 'Government'

Field trip



Students of grade 5, 6 visited Buds special School as a part of Onam
celebration with those differently abled members in the school. Our students
empathised with them and tried their best to make them happy. They
entertained them with song, dance, playing musical instruments and had
lunch with them.



YELLOW day CELEBRATION

TOSC , EYFS conducted a Yellow Day program, all kids wore yellow colour
and performed dance and sang songs . Shades of yellow stimulate our little
ones  with happiness , energy and optimism. Our kids had a fun - filled day .



DRAMATIZING RHYMES   (row row……)

TOSC , Tiny tots did an activity , Dramatizing nursery rhymes , …..Row
row,row your boat …,They were very eager to use the properties related to the
rhyme. They enjoyed it to the core.

CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT



Tiny tots conducted an activity by sticking sun using colour paper in scrap
book. As a part of their literacy ‘S’ letter word Sun , all students
enthusiastically participated in this activity.

SPONGING ACTIVITY



Sponging water enhances their concentration, prepares them for reading.
Children learn how water is absorbed by the sponge and how squeezing it
releases water. This activity helps to develop the children’s hand and finger
muscles also .

National sports day



National sports day was celebrated to commemorate the birth anniversary of
the Hockey legend, Major Dhyan Chand. All the students were so enthusiastic
to celebrate the program as it is related to sports. They had performed various
programs like parachute dance etc.



"Pattern with triangle"

The activity ‘Pattern with
triangle’ helped them enhance their creativity and also the learners were able
to understand the shapes and patterns and their properties better.

SALAD MAKING

Salad making activity helped the students to understand the difficulties of
cooking food as well as the importance of food.

HEALTHY FOOD FEST



MULTIPLICATION ACTIVITY

Grade-2 enjoyed doing Multiplication Grid activity using colourful paper
stripes.

*************************



SEPTEMBER

ONAM CELEBRATIONS











All the teaching and non teaching staff and students celebrated Onam in a
splendid manner. Students made a giant Flower Carpet with varieties of
flowers. We celebrated Onam Day by conducting various cultural programs
and games. Students participated with full enthusiasm and we all relished on
delicious Onam Sadhya together.



Teacher’s day









The students had organised a cultural feast for teachers on account of
Teacher's Day. They were honored with Sash, cards and chocolates. Primary
students presented an awesome visual treat for teachers.



Onam games and Competitions



Digital Painting, Memory Game, Scrabble, Pencil Drawing Competition held
for category kids, 1 & 2.

EXPERIENCING COOKING

Food is an inevitable part of our life,cooking as well.Cooking is an art.To get
involved in the art grade 4 students actively made some food items.

SAHODAYA BADMINTON TOURNAMENT

TOSC participated in Sahodaya badminton tournament held at
Sullamussalam College, Areekode.



Hindi DIWAS

Hindi Day was celebrated on September 14 with utmost importance and love
towards our National language.Students have performed a heart touching
skit,song,speech etc.

Pin Wheel



Celebrate the warm winds of spring with a colorful, breezy pinwheel! They
were able to understand the advantages and disadvantages of wind energy
through this activity.

SDG goal No Hunger/Zero Hunger

Special assembly hosted by Grade 3C on SDG goal No Hunger/Zero Hunger
with a thought provoking skit.

literary club activity( Malayalam )

Making Opposite word Sun for Malayalam literary club activity.



STEM / ROBOTICS WORKSHOP

STEM/Robotics workshop for primary students held at TOSC. The program
was lead by Cordova Education Solutions, under Manarul Huda Trust



Hindi literary club

Oxford fest (2022-23)







The curtain raiser of Oxford fest was held on Sep 24,25 & 26 from school
premises. Students were so excited and joyful throughout. Different programs
were held on four different stages and all the students exhibited their talents.
It was a tight competition among four Houses and teachers and students
tirelessly strive to score more points for their respective houses which help
them to develop the sportsmanship, leadership and competitive mind.

COMMUNITY HELPERS (the helping hands)

ACTIVITY.



Learning about community helpers helps children to understand being a part
of a community, which leads to a feeling of belonging. It helps to foster a sense
of teamwork within a child's world. It's also important from a safety
perspective.

PLAY DOUGH ACTIVITY ON CONSONANT VOWEL

CONSONANT (CVC) WORDS.



Art activities such as working with play dough build connections in the brain.
Art activities build cognitive skills such as understanding cause and effect and
problem solving.

LITERACY - BUNNY ACTIVITY



Teaching CVC words introduces students to the magic of transforming simple
sounds into words and is an integral part of any pre-reading program.

LITERACY - PANDA ACTIVITY

The goal is for
students to use their knowledge of individual letter



sounds to blend those sounds together and create a whole word, not just three
individual sounds.

NUMERACY - BACKWARD COUNTING 20 - 1 (USING

FLAT RINGS).



This activity aims to develop children's counting skills and to create sequences
of numbers. It provides practical opportunities for children to recite numbers
in order. It also helps in enhancing their concentration.

aBACUS MODEL

Children made the abacus model to learn more about the place value of a
particular number.



Kasaba Police Station -Field Trip

Students of grade EYFS and grade 1 &2 visited Kasaba Police Station
Kozhikode. They had a good time interacting with policemen and
undersatnding their duties. They also got to know more about the weapons
and other gears used by Kerala Police.

ORIGAMI GRASSHOPPER



As a part of the English Lesson ‘The Grasshopper And The Ant’ students of
Grade 2 enjoyed making their own origami grasshopper and detailing it’s
features using colours. This activity helped them to enhance their patience,
concentration and hand eye coordination.

Friendship Card Making



Children love being with their friends. Friendship means a lot to them.
Children just enjoyed making cards to their friends and sharing it with them.

Sweet Home

As a part of EVS chapter ‘Sweet Home’ children enjoyed making their own
house models with paper and colours.

WALL HANGING



Children’s world is full of wonderful things to make it even more colourful
and to enhance their creativity we made them make a wall hanging using
colour papers, gum and ribbons.

FUN WITH MULTIPLICATION

Concepts like multiplication which usually kids don’t love to learn can be
made super fun, exciting and stress free through colourful activities like this.



KUW ACTIVITY -COMMUNITY HELPERS (Doctors)

TOSC, Tinytots conducted an activity related to community helper , pasted a
stethescope picture in a scrap book. Pasting activity is a great way to help
develop their fine motor skills.



CD ACTIVITY -WATER MELON

TOSC , Tinytots done Paper tearing activity , sticking watermelon , they were
very interested to do that , they pasted the paper pieces correctly.



Numeracy activity  -counting 1 to 5

TOSC-Tinytots did an activity as a part of numeracy. Count the number 1 to 5
using a number card. Counting numbers using a number card is very effective
for kids to understand it easily.



Kuw activity -community helper (FISHERMAN)

TOSC - Tiytots conducted a Sand work activity. The work was related to
community helpers, fishermen , so we decided to do one activity related to
fishermen. Children were very interested in doing the activity.

CD ACTIVITY-ARRANGING AND STICKING THE PICTURE



Tiny tots did an activity by arranging and sticking the picture  as a part of
Creative development activity. They were very interested in doing this activity.
It develops a kid's drawing skill.

COMMUNITY HELPERS DAY



EYFS Conducted a program, Observing community helper’s day. The kids
came as different types of community helpers like Chef, Doctor, Teacher,
Military man etc.

CD ACTIVITY-VEGETABLE PRINTING



Tinytots conducted a creative development activity, Vegetable printing. It was
a fun activity. It develops fine motor skills , creativity and cognition . They did
this activity independently.

KUW ACTIVITY-COMMUNITY HELPERS



TINYTOTS conducted an activity, Introducing community helpers. All of
them thought about their ambition at that time. It was such a fun activity.
Through this activity they should know the name of community helpers

NUMERACY -  5   NUMBER ACTIVITY

.



Tinytots conducted an activity related to Numeracy, pasting stars by counting
till 5. They were very interested in doing that. The Pasting Activity
strengthens Hand muscles.

****************************


